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The League of Women Voters is perhaps best known for its services to voters. Voter
service activities include:
 conducting voter registration drives
 providing voting information to the public
 sponsoring candidate forums and
 getting out the vote on Election Day
This manual is intended to provide you with the “how to” for voter service activities in
Evanston.

Becoming a Deputy Registrar
Deputy Registrars must be registered to vote in Cook County and trained by an Election
Department employee. The LWVE arranges training through the Cook County Clerk’s
Office.
Trainers from the Cook County Clerk’s Office instruct on everything a Deputy Registrar
needs to know, using a manual provided to each participant. They also provide forms
and walk through each. Ample time is available for questions.
The training takes a little over an hour and at the end of the training, participants take an
oath. [Appendix II] The Clerk’s Office then sends an identification card with a term of
appointment authorizing the deputy registrar to perform the duties of a voter registration
officer according to law. Members unable to attend the training arranged by the LWVE
may receive training at the Cook County Clerk’s office or at other locations where they
provide the training.
Deputy Registrars must be sponsored by a state bona fide civic organization or agency;
the League of Women Voters of Evanston is such an organization as determined by the
State Board of Elections. Deputy Registrar appointments expire and you must apply to
be renewed. The Evanston Voter Service Chair will send a group reminder annually, but
ensure that your commission is active before registering voters.

Conducting Voter Registration
When scheduling individuals to provide voter registration services, to the extent
possible, newly commissioned inexperienced Deputy Registrars will be paired with a
member who is experienced at registering voters.
The LWVE Voter Services Chairperson or her designee(s) will arrange and coordinate
voter registration activities. Coordination will include
 advising members of up-coming activities;
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obtaining permission from businesses, organizations, the city, etc. to conduct
voter registration at various venues and events for specific dates and time
periods;
promoting activities in advance;
scheduling individuals and teams to conduct registration at specific locations and
for specific time periods;
ensuring that appropriate supplies are available;
ensuring that audit sheets and registrations are submitted within required
timeframes; and
tracking and reporting voter registration activities and outcomes to the board of
directors.

Three Ways to Register to Vote
1. Registration by
Deputy
Registrar

2. Online

3. Mail-in
Application
(MotorVoter)

How does this work?

In person

https://ova.elections.il.gov/

By mail

Who takes
responsibility;
completes form

Dep Registrar
completes form; voter
signs

Voter completes online form

Voter
completes,
LWV mails
Voter
completes &
mails
Driver’s license
number and/or
the last 4 digits of
social security
number on the
application

What ID do I need
today?

Two pieces of ID
ID must include
one piece with
current address
Neither need be a
picture ID






What will I need to show Typically no ID is
at the polls when I vote? required at the polling
place

Illinois Driver’s License
or Illinois State ID
number
Date the license or ID
was issued
The last four digits of
your social security
number
Birth date

If identity cannot be verified
w/driver’s license/state ID
and/or SS#, then acceptable
ID will be required to vote

If identity cannot
be verified
w/driver’s
license/state ID
and/or SS#,
acceptable ID will
be required to
vote
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While this orientation is not intended to repeat the Cook County training, it is important
to recognize the various ways to register and understand the LWVE’s preferences. If
possible, we favor registering the voter on the registration card requiring a Deputy
Registrar. Methods in order of preference:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Registration by Deputy Registrar
Online registration
Mail-in (Motor-Voter) application completed by voter and mailed by LWVE
Mail-in (Motor-Voter) application completed and mailed by voter

Using a laptop, tablet or smart phone to assist voters
If you have a laptop, tablet or smart phone that you are willing to take with you to
registration events you will be able to assist individuals in several ways. You will need
4G, a hotspot or Wi-Fi provided at the registration site to access the Internet.
With Internet access you can
o Find voter-specific information at:
http://www.cookcountyclerk.com/elections/voterprofile/Pages/default.aspx
A search by address or birthdate allows you to:
 Verify voter registration
 Find polling place
 See a sample ballot
 Find out who the voter’s elected officials are
 Check voter’s mail ballot status
o Use the Cook County Clerk’s website to access many other resources and
answer voters’ questions
o Assist individuals to register online at https://ova.elections.il.gov/
o Connect individuals with voter information provided by the LWV at
www.lwve.org
o Access the Voter Registrar manual to find the answers to questions you may
have about registering voters
LWVE Set-up and Logistics
The Evanston League provides voter registration at a variety of locations and events.
These include schools, community centers, libraries, public transportation stops,
businesses, fairs and festivals, etc., both indoor and outdoor sites. Depending on the
type of venue we may have a large table and two chairs or we may have a small table
and one chair. We may operate with just a clipboard and stand at strategic locations or
walk around events. The location and type of event will dictate what we are able to use
in the way of signs, handouts, and other supplies and promotional materials.

The preferred situation is a good-size table and two chairs where we have space for
signs, banners, laptops and informational materials, but we aren’t always able to work in
that environment, and for some events this is not the most effective strategy for
reaching large numbers of people.
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The voter services representative coordinating the event is responsible for arranging
table, chairs and supplies and working with the first and last volunteers for the day to
ensure that adequate and appropriate supplies and materials are delivered and picked
up. An exchange of cell phone numbers is encouraged in the event there are questions
or emergencies. See the Voter Registration Checklist [Appendix III] for a full list of
planning and coordinating activities.
Proper completion of audit sheets
Each Deputy Registrar must complete an audit sheet for the voters s/he registers, even
if you are working with other registrars. Complete an audit sheet for all the registration
cards that you have signed.
Please check your audit sheet carefully before turning in to the Clerk’s Office or to the
Voter Registration event coordinator. Be sure you sign the form and include your
registrar identification number. If you turn the completed registration cards and audit
sheet into the Clerk’s Office, return the yellow audit sheet copy to the LWVE voter
services chair or event coordinator. This is important for two reasons: (1) We have a
record in the event there is a problem with the registration, and (2) We have the name
and address to send a “thank you for registering to vote” note and reminder to vote.
Be pro-active!
To be effective we need to be positive, assertive, confident, and pro-active. Engage
people and encourage them to approach the table. Stand up, get out from behind the
table, and greet people. Decorations, balloons, displays, banners or posters, and giveaway items will be provided to the extent possible. There will be informative hand-outs.
Use them; don’t wait for people to approach the table to see what is displayed and
available.
Even if people are registered to vote the voter registration activity is good exposure for
the League of Women Voters of Evanston and an opportunity to inform and educate.

The Conversation
Start with “Are you registered to vote at your current address?” Keep the
conversation positive. Take nothing personally. If someone really doesn’t want to
register or is unfriendly, move on to someone else. See the Tips for Asking Someone to
Register to Vote [Appendix V].
Remember to keep the conversation non-partisan. Avoid conversation about specific
candidates or sharing your personal feelings about a political party or candidate. If
someone asks for the League’s or your opinion, explain that the League does not
support or oppose any political party or candidate. The League does take positions and
advocates on issues after careful member study and agreement. See full non-partisan
policy attached [Appendix I]
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Attached is a list of good reasons to register and vote that you may use in conversations
with skeptical citizens. [Appendix VI]
Responding to Questions and Comments
There are four types of questions or comments that we typically deal with when we work
voter registration events:
 Questions about registering and voting (what identification do I need, will I have
to show ID when I vote, I’m not sure if I’m registered at my current address, etc.)
 Questions about the LWV (what do they do, why don’t they do the national
forums, what does a member get for her dues, how much of a commitment is
joining, etc.)
 Questions about current issues and the League position on those issues (voter
rights suppression, abortion rights, the potential for our system being tampered
with, the Electoral College, etc.)
 Challenging and inappropriate questions (partisan questions or comments,
aggressive, disrespectful or negative comments, etc.)
What would you say to someone who asked one of the following questions or made the
following comment?
1) So who does the LWV think we should vote for in the gubernatorial primary?
2) What’s the League doing to help get rid of Trump?
3) I’m not planning to vote until there’s a good candidate to vote for; I’m tired of
voting for the lesser of two evils.
4) Don’t you think immigrants should speak English before they’re allowed to vote?
On the other hand, those questions about voter registration requirements, the reasons
to vote, voter rights and other current issues are important. Being informed about the
issues and League positions on those issues, or knowing how to access that
information, is incredibly helpful when working a voter registration event. We will try to
provide helpful, relevant information to volunteers but must rely on you to be informed
and stay current.
Important: It’s ok (even the best thing to do) to say “I don’t know but if you give me your
contact information, I’ll find out and get back to you”. And then you must do that! Or, it’s
ok to say, “I don’t know, but here’s a resource for you to find out more about that”.
It goes without saying that volunteers must always be respectful and sensitive in all
encounters. Today it seems that there are always new situations and conversation that
startles or surprises. Whether related to citizenship, criminal background,
homelessness, sexual preference or something else, our expectation is that League of
Women Voters’ members and volunteers will always be respectful. A favorite example
of an unusual situation is a volunteer arriving to set up in front of an empty building in a
business district to find a homeless man asleep in the entrance. Two options: (a) call
the police to have the individual removed, or (b) wait until he wakes up and try to
register him to vote. We are proud to say that our League member did the latter!
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Tracking activity
Tracking activity is important. It will help us to identify best practices, set measurable
goals, fix problems, and be strategic in our future plans for voter service activities. We
ask that everyone keep track of what happens when s/he is at a voter registration event
using the attached activity matrix. [Appendix IV] Just put a check mark in the
appropriate box and turn in the list at the end of your shift. This matrix should include all
activity for all working the same shift and location; it does not have to be done
individually.
Solo Voter Registration
Please note that as a Deputy Registrar you may register voters on your own and not
always as part of a larger effort. You are encouraged to keep supplies handy and
register voters at a family gathering, social gathering, meeting or other appropriate time
and place. The guidelines still apply and it is important to track and report your
registrations to the Voter Services Chairperson or Coordinator. It is also important to
turn in the yellow audit sheet copy to the LWVE Voter Services Chairperson.
Evanston Voter Participation Action Coalition (VPAC)
In the fall of 2015 the LWVE took the lead in creating a coalition of organizations to work
together to coordinate voter registration and get-out-the-vote initiatives. The intent was
to be more strategic in the planning of voter registration activities and to coordinate
resources. VPAC coordinated voter registration events and resources for nearly a year
leading up to the 2016 general election and 2017 local elections, and continues to meet
and plan future activities. In addition to the LWVE, members include the county and city
clerk’s offices, the YWCA, NAACP, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Latino Resources,
OPAL, Northwestern University, ETHS, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, and the DPOE.
LWVE Sponsorship
League members will sometimes work with volunteers sponsored by the LWV but who
are not League members, or with volunteers from other sponsoring organizations.
Please follow LWVE practices.
On occasion you may want to work with a partisan organization to register voters. If you
do, you must volunteer as an individual, not as a representative of the LWV, and you
must not show any visible signs of LWV membership or enter into conversation
representing the League.

Voter Registration and LWV Recruitment / Membership Brochures
When registering voters, membership brochures should not be on display. Here are the
reasons:
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1. If a voter registration campaign, debate, candidate forum or any other election event
is held under the umbrella of a local league’s Education Fund, membership brochures
should not be readily available. The Education Fund is a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt entity
and the League membership organizations are 501(c)(4). Since the (c)(3) has no
members, anything to do with membership will look like support for the (c)(4). The
LWVIL and its Education Fund were audited twice in recent years and the IRS looks for
this kind of intermingling of funds.
2. Under Illinois law, the League may not distribute membership brochures while
registering voters. The relevant Illinois statute reads, “No deputy registrar shall engage
in any electioneering or the promotion of any cause during the performance of his/her
duties.”
Acceptable Recruitment Options We May Exercise:
 Offer a membership brochure when asked about joining
 Have a sign-up sheet for further information about the League
 Set up a separate table away from the voter registration activity for member
recruitment, staffed with enthusiastic volunteers who can make available information
about voting and the League
The Voter Registration event may, of course, identify the League with signs, the LWV
logo may be on handouts, and Deputy Registrars may wear LWV buttons.
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Candidate Forums
Forums featuring national, state and county races are typically conducted by the
national, state and county Leagues. The League of Women Voters of Evanston may
conduct candidate forums for contested local races, state and national races for
candidates within our district; e.g., local races for Mayor, Aldermen, and City Clerk,
IL State Senator and State Representative, 13th District County Commissioner, and
for the US 9th Congressional District. In some cases forums will be held in
partnership with other area Leagues, typically Wilmette and Glenview/Glencoe.
League volunteers are important to successfully conducting efficient and informative
forums. Candidate forum jobs include the following –







Leadership/ Planners – are responsible for scheduling the date and location,
contacting the candidates, publicizing the event, recruiting and orienting volunteers,
informing the media, and ensuring that guidelines are followed by all participants
Greeters – help set-up, meet forum attendees, distribute programs, and assist
candidates and attendees with any special needs
The Moderator – moderates the forum consistent with LWV training and guidelines
Timers – keep time and signal the moderator and candidates for each segment of
the forum and each question and answer, consistent with a pre-determined and
agreed upon schedule
Ushers – distribute notecards and pencils to the forum audience, collect questions
from the audience and deliver these to the question sorters; run questions from
sorters to the moderator during the forum
Question sorters – sort questions from the audience into subject categories, review
and send questions to the moderator, consistent with guidelines for question sorters

Ground Rules, Guidelines for Moderators, a Forums Checklist, and Guidelines for
Question Sorting are attached. [Appendices VII, VIII, IX, and X]
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Appendix I

League of Women Voters Non-Partisan Policy

The League of Women Voters does not support or oppose any political party or
candidate. However, the LWVUS/EF Board values the many skills and types of
experience that individual board members bring to the League, including those learned
in public life through elective or appointive office. In fact, involvement in the public and
political life of this country is something that the League of Women Voters recommends
for all citizens and other members of the public.
Nevertheless, the LWVUS/EF Board believes that some basic limitations on board
members’ political activity, while they are serving in this capacity, are necessary to
protect the nonpartisanship of the League as an organization. Other than in her/his
official capacity, the President shall not engage in any political activity, partisan or
nonpartisan, including attending political fundraising events.
In order to balance these goals, the LWVUS/EF Board adopts the following policy. This
policy shall be reviewed and amended or readopted by the LWVUS/EF Board at the
beginning of each new biennium.
1. Elected Office. A Board member shall not run for, nor hold, any partisan elective
office at any level of government. A Board member may run for or hold a local nonpartisan elective office, after consultation with and approval by the LWVUS/EF
Board and the president of the affected local League.
2. Political Party Office. A Board member shall not serve in any official position in a
political party at any level of government.
3. Political Campaigns. A Board member shall not chair a political campaign or
administer fundraising for a political campaign, chair a campaign event, be a
spokesperson, or work in any other significant way in the campaign of a candidate
for a partisan office at any level of government.
4. Campaign Contributions. A Board member shall not make campaign contributions
to campaigns or candidates for any federal office or to political parties or other
entities contributing to such federal races.
5. Social and Other Media. A Board member shall not indicate her/his political
affiliations or candidate preferences at any level of government in the media,
including on social networking sites or other public venues that also prominently
identify her/his as a member of the LWVUS/EF Board.
6. Additional Clarification. Board members shall present questions about specific
situations to the LWVUS/EF Board where the foregoing policies do not resolve the
question.
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Appendix II

Deputy Voter Registrar Oath
ID#
I,
(Please Print)

do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support the Constitution of the United States and the Constitution
of the State of Illinois and I will faithfully discharge the duties of the Office of Deputy Registrar to the best
of my ability and that I will register no person nor cause the registration of any person except upon his or
her personal application before me.

signature of deputy registrar

main phone number

home address

alternative phone

city/town/village ZIP CODE

Email

Deputy Registrar for:
sponsoring organization

Note: Commission expires November 30, 2018
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Appendix III

Voter Registration Checklist
Task
Schedule dates & locations

Due Date

Person Responsible

Status

Obtain necessary permissions
Tables & Chairs
Assemble Supplies
Recruit volunteers
Promote registration event
Assign volunteers for shifts
Ensure audit sheets &
registrations are submitted
Collect supplies & audit sheet
copies
Collect tracking sheets
Prepare report of outcomes
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Appendix IV

Tracking and Reporting Matrix
Date

Location

Check boxes as activity occurs

Action Taken
Registered voter

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

Took completed mail-in
application
Assisted w/online
registration
Questions Answered
ID requirements
Is voter registered
Change of address
Homeless/address
Family member reg
Polling place location
Disability/accommodation
Other languages
Early voting
Student voting
Other
Materials Provided
Online registration
Election jobs
Candidate forums
Issue information
Cook County Clerk’s Ofc
Other:
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Appendix V
TIPS FOR ASKING SOMEONE TO REGISTER TO VOTE
MAKING THE ASK
 Start with the question: can I update your registration? This is more
effective than starting with asking if they’d just like to register to vote.

 If a person says they’re already registered, be sure to ask “Have you
moved recently?” Updating a registration is just as important as a new
one.

 Get out from behind the table and invite people to talk to you. Look like you’re
having fun.

DURING THE CONVERSATION
 If somebody doesn’t want to register or has a question, use our
“common responses”. Keep the conversation positive!

 Take nothing personally. If people really don’t want to register or are unfriendly,
move on.

 Explain the voter registration card to each voter. Make sure to
highlight a few key points, keeping it conversational and on a
peer-to-peer basis.

WHAT TO HAVE ON HAND
 Ideas for non-citizens and people under 18. Use our factsheet here.
 You may want to have handouts on voting in your state or flyers for
an upcoming event or activity offered by the nonprofit. Give them
out at the end of your conversation. They can be distracting if you
hand them to voters right away.

 Treats for people approaching the table. A bowl of sweets or “I
work/volunteer for a nonprofit” stickers. Or another inexpensive
giveaway.

 Decorations. Balloons, displays, banners or posters can make your table inviting.
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Appendix VI

Why Vote?

For your community
Neighborhoods and communities that vote get more attention from candidates
and office holders. They are less likely to visit and listen to communities that don’t
participate in elections.
For our kids and youth
People under 18 can’t vote. Our children or youth depend on us to represent their
voices too! When we vote, we are looking out for our kids, and their futures.
For neighbors not yet citizens
Some in our community are not citizens. They can’t vote. They need you/us to vote for
them.
Every vote does count!
Remember: there is power in numbers. When we vote and get our family members
to vote, we can impact outcomes and change the debate.
• Many elections are decided by less than 100 votes.
• You send a message by what candidate or party you vote for. Even if your
candidate doesn’t win, the number of votes they do get impacts what’s decided
by government.
• Just how close the vote is changes that might run and win the next time.
Don’t let others decide for you
If you don’t vote, you’re letting others decide who wins and what issues matter.
Today’s non-voters actually favor government and social services (like access to
health care, spending on education, income inequality or public safety) at a much
higher rate than people who vote regularly.
Honor our history and the right to vote!
Voting is one of our most important rights as citizens. As long as this country has
existed, communities like ours have had to fight for the right to vote. There are still
people today who don’t want some people to vote. It’s our turn to stand up and
vote to preserve this right the honor of those who went before us.
An issue, a specific race, an important ballot measure
Cite an issue specific to your nonprofit or community like health care access,
affordable housing, school funding, etc. Who we elect can be as much about
protecting a program as it is starting a new one. Mention an important or high profile
race they might know about. Even if the election doesn’t look close, the size of the
victory or loss can make a difference in what happens next. The League advocates
for and against ballot measures. Asking for votes in support of our position is a good
motivator.
It’s easy
In many ways, voting has gotten easier in recent years. Once you’ve done it once,
you’ll find it easier to vote again and again. And, If you’re not registered, you can’t
vote!
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Appendix VII
Ground Rules for Candidate Forums (Sample)
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

The League will provide a moderator from outside the area.
The Moderator will state the rules and explain the format to the audience. The
Moderator will be responsible for enforcing the time limits and may interrupt the forum
to enforce the ground rules.
Candidates will draw lots to determine the order in which they will give
opening statements.
Candidates will alternate the order of speaking. The candidate who makes the first
opening statement will move to the “end of the line” for the first question, and this
will continue throughout the questioning and closing statements.
Candidates will be allowed one (1) minutes to make an opening statement, one
(1) minute to answer the questions, and one (1) minute to make a closing
statement.
Candidates’ statements and responses will be timed. League members will keep
time and display countdown cards visible to the candidates and the moderator.
Audience questions will be written on index cards and read by the Moderator.
The League and the Moderator reserve the right to review and select questions
for appropriateness and to avoid duplication.
The candidate must make the statement in person; statements will not be allowed
by a candidate’s representative. No visual aids will be permitted.
A table will be provided for the distribution of campaign literature. It may not be
handed out as the audience enters or placed on chairs inside the meeting room.
A sign language interpreter will be provided for hearing-impaired individuals and must
be requested at least two weeks in advance of the event.
The League claims copyright ownership of any tapes or transcripts produced.
The League reserves the right to publicize the forum, and may, at their option, invite
the media or some other entity not associated with any other candidate or campaign
to provide televised, radio, or other coverage of the forum. No voice, image or other
duplication of the forum may be used by any candidate’s representative or campaign
in any campaign advertising.
Any person requesting a recording of the forum will be given a copy of these rules.
Candidates must sign and return a copy of these rules, including cable TV consent, to
the Leagues before the forum begins, or be disqualified from participation.

I hereby agree to the ground rules and broadcast format as presented in this document.

Candidate signature
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Appendix VIII

Moderator Guidelines

The LWVIL provides training for moderators. If you are interested, contact the LWVE
Voter Services Chair or the LWVIL.
It is important that the Moderator for a Candidate forum:


does not have a personal relationship with a candidate involved;



is not well-known for her views on the issues involved;



feels s/he can behave in an impartial manner;



is experienced enough to handle the degree of complexity and possible pitfalls of
the event;



is not a voter in that local district.

How do I become a moderator?



•

Attend LWV Moderator training
Work at events in other roles (time keeper, question sorter, etc.)
Observe experienced moderators
Moderate easier events (non-controversial, few candidates, very prescribed or
very open formats)

Moderators must be
 Absolutely neutral
 Fair but firm
 Considerate and respectful of the candidates and the audience
 Dignified but relaxed
When you are moderating, help the candidates to relax; they’re nervous.
Humor is good - Smile! Always be respectful, but remember, you’re in charge. Be
flexible. Things come up.
Moderators should be well prepared
 Know the venue
 Prepare a script/outline
 Know the rules and League policies on no-shows, party participation, stand-ins,
etc.
 Know the race
 Know the candidates
 Know the audience: estimated size and makeup, typical behavior.
 Know the issues: temper of the race, hot buttons.
 Anticipate audience questions or lack of questions.
 Anticipate things that can go wrong (timekeeper doesn’t show, no timepiece, no
water).
 Meet the candidates
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Dealing with the media
If the event is to be filmed, speak with the technician to see of s/he has any advisement
or special needs.
If you know that reporters are present, you can great them before the event and make
sure they know of the League’s involvement and work on the public behalf.
You are not, however, operating in the interest of the media.
Welcoming Remarks should include
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Introductions
Statement about the League and non-partisanship
Statement about the office for which the candidates are running
Statement about the race (how many candidates, for what term, what it takes to win)
Statement about what candidates are not participating and why
Statement about how to vote in this election (when, where, how, absentee voting)
Introduction of the candidates (names, not bio)

Moderators may also advise the audience about the following:
 Format
 Time limit(s)
 Order of presentation
 Questions and questioning procedure
 Audience behavior
 Total expected elapsed time
Wrap-up and Closure
 Statement of broadcast schedule if relevant
 Encourage the audience to encourage others to vote
 Invite people to join/support the League
 Close the meeting, and/or hand it back over to the sponsor

More Resources
LWVUS Website: http://www.lwv.org
• Face to Face: A Guide to
Candidate Debates,
• FAQs on Debates,
• Candidate Participation Legal
Guidance and
• Sample Script
• Debate Watching Party Tips

LWVMA Website:
http://www.lwvma.org
• Moderator’s Handbook: LWVM
LWVNY Website: http://www.lwvny.org
• Road to the Voting Booth: Part II
Government Websites (FCC, IRS, FEC)
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Appendix IX

Question Sorter Guidelines

Question sorters for LWV candidate forums should be experienced local LWV
members. New and/or inexperienced League members may serve as Ushers or
Timers. Sorters should have a good understanding of the particular local issues
likely to be addressed in the forum. When multiple Leagues sponsor a forum,
Question Sorters should represent as many of the different LWVs as possible.
Following are key elements to be followed by good Question Sorters issued by
the LWVIL:
Appearance of Bias
 Question Sorters should be vigilant about bias or the appearance of bias
regarding candidates and/or issues.
 Question Sorters must behave with professionalism and represent the LWV
in a non-partisan manner.
 Question Sorters may not react either favorably or unfavorably to questions
received from the audience.
Local LWV Pre-Written Questions
 All questions written by the local LWVs should be reviewed by the Question
Sorters for the appearance of bias.
·
 As with audience-submitted questions, they may be rewritten as necessary to
increase clarity and reduce any suggestion of bias.
Question Sorting at a Forum
 The purpose of question sorting is to support the moderator and the LWV's nonpartisan principles.
 The maximum number of Question Sorters at a forum is three.
 If multiple forums are held on one occasion, the same members should be
Question Sorters through all of the forums. [The LWVE recognizes that this is not
always possible]
 A Head Question Sorter should be designated who is responsible for clarifying
the rules and guidelines for the other Question Sorters and for delivering the
questions to the moderator
 Question Sorters should review these guidelines and clarify their roles and
responsibilities before a forum begins.
 Questions should be sorted by topic. It may be helpful to start with the pre-written
questions provided by the LWVIL and/or local LWVs.
 To reduce redundancy, Question Sorters must keep track of the topics/subjects
of the questions that have been submitted.
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If there are multiple questions about one topic, Question Sorters may "blend"
those questions into one question. Question Sorters should alert the moderator
to these blended questions.
Questions that are particularly relevant to the election should be so designated.

At Close of Forum
 Question cards should be collected and no cards left on the podium.
 Question sorters should meet briefly to review the appropriateness of the
questions asked and what might they have done differently another time.
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Appendix X
Candidate Forum Checklist
Task List and Timeline
Page 23
Task
Secure space
Invitations to participate to candidates
Acceptances received from candidates
Confirm with ECTV; request proposal
Ground rules and consent forms to
candidates
Signed consent forums from candidates
Bios from candidates
Secure moderator
Secure introducer/welcome
Ed Fund request
Certificate of Insurance
Badges for volunteers
Press Release
Publicity flyer

Due Date

Assignment

Status

Notes

Program with bios
Pencils/index cards for questions
LWV questions
Timers – paddles
ECTV broadcast arrangements
Ushers
Questions sorters
Greeters for candidates
Podium signs
LWV signage – dais/entry doors
Water for candidates & moderator
Reserved seating
LWVIL calendar
Security
Script for introduction
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